The GT Series is available in 4 different bow heights:

- GT 10 - 0.39” Bow Height
- GT 20 - 0.78” Bow Height
- GT 30 - 1.18” Bow Height
- GT 40 - 1.57” Bow Height

The GT Series will fit bar and pipe diameters from 0.70” OD to 2.56” OD.

Centralizing and spacing applications include, but are not limited to:

- Rock bolts
- Soil nails
- Anchors
- Small diameter drop pipe
- Down hole cameras and other data collection devices.

No special tools are required to install these products that are manufactured from a high grade engineering thermoplastic called Acetal POM.

Each GT Series carton contains 100 units.

For 2.28” OD and greater pipe diameters see kwik-ZIP’s 155 Series.

For 4.3” OD and greater pipe diameters see kwik-ZIP’s HD Series.
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